
 

2013 SOEST Open House Program  
Friday 25 October (8:30 am–2 pm) & Saturday 26 October (10 am–2 pm)  
 Tent A Information 
 Tent B Marine Option Program, Waikīkī Aquarium, Pelagic Fisheries Research Program  
 Tent C NOAA, NWS, PacIOOS, Hawai‘inuiākea School of Hawaiian Knowledge 
 Tent D Center for Microbial Oceanography: Research and Education, C-MORE (Kids’ activities)  
 Tent E Clouds and Particles  
 Tent F Lava Flows, Making Stone Implements (Demonstrations) 
 POST 121 Lunch Storage Room  

 

Outdoor Activities 
Make-A-Quake (MSB Lawn)  
Make a REAL EARTHQUAKE in a model of the Pacific region. Make the 
quake by hitting the ground with a hammer and get a seismograph recording 
of your earthquake.  
Hawai‘i Underwater Robot Challenge (MSB lanai)  
The Hawai‘i Underwater Robot Challenge is a competition for high-school 
and middle-school students, building robots to carry out missions 
underwater. Try piloting an underwater robot in the testing tank.  
TG’s Mini-Grant Program (MSB lanai)  
TG’s SOEST mini-grants (up to $500) are available for O‘ahu teachers who 
want to teach their students about ocean or earth science. Come learn more 
about our past educator successes and how to apply. 

Doppler on Wheels (outside MSB facing POST)  
This mobile radar from the Center for Severe Weather Research in Boulder, 
Colorado will be on display with scientists to answer questions about the 
weather.  
Explosive Eruptions (outside POST facing Sakamaki Hall)  
Safe demonstration of an explosive eruption fueled by liquid nitrogen. In less 
than 1 second, an explosion will carry 20 gallons of water into a 10 meter 
high eruption column.  
Marine Option Program (Tent B)  
Create gyotaku fish prints.  
Waikīkī Aquarium (Tent B)  
What is Sand? Visitors will use magnifiers and a scavenger hunt to look at 
sand samples and determine materials that make up sand. 

Pelagic Fisheries Research Program (Tent B)  
Exhibit of fish/shark specimens, science equipment, and videos. Lots to see, 
touch and explore!  

Welina Mānoa (Tent C)  
Display of the Welina Mānoa curriculum (land, water, and community-based 
curriculum focused on Mānoa/Waikīkī for 4th & 5th graders). 

Wheel of NOAA (Tent C)  
Spin the Wheel of NOAA to answer questions about fish, weather, critters, 
satellites, etc., and win prizes!  

PacIOOS Water Quality Booth (Tent C)  
What is “water quality”? Through hands-on activities demonstrating salinity, 
temperature, turbidity, and depth, experience up close and learn how 
scientists collect data to better understand our oceans. 

The Microbial Oceanography Passport Station (Tent D)  
Earn passport stamps by going to selected exhibits on microbial 
oceanography. Return with a completed passport and enter a raffle for a 
stuffed microbe!  

Teacher Resources and Opportunities (Tent D)  
A must-stop for teachers to learn about C-MORE’s Science Kits, such as our 
popular Marine Mystery & Plankton Kits, which are free for teachers to 
borrow. Here, you can also pick up applications for our two programs for 
teachers: Science Teachers Aboard Research Ships (STARS) and Grants for 
Education in Microbial Science (GEMS).  

How to Make a Microbe Farm (Tent D)  
Who needs cats and dogs when you can have microbes as pets? Learn how 
to make many different microbes grow well, by seeing the results of an 
experiment with Winogradsky columns (microbe farms) made using samples 
from Lake Wilson, Mānoa Falls, Waikīkī, and the Honolulu Harbor molasses 
spill. 

Life at Sea: A Day in the Life of an Oceanographer! (Tent D)  
Have you ever thought about becoming an oceanographer or marine 
biologist? Today is your chance to try on gear that you'll need to work on a 
ship and try out some of the equipment, too — bring your camera for the 
perfect photo opportunity! 

The Plankton Toss! (Tent D)  
Learn about the marine food web and visit the carnival at the same time! You 
must toss different types of plankton into the mouths of their predators. 
Ocean Acidification: Changing Oceans and the Future of Hawai‘i’s 
Marine Life (Tent D)  
Carbon dioxide levels are increasing in our atmosphere and oceans at a 
rapid rate, making the water more acidic and harmful for some marine life. 
Come talk to researchers who are working on this problem in Hawai‘i and 
learn what you can do about it. 

Clouds and Particles (Tent E)  
How high are the clouds? We can measure that by shining an invisible 
infrared beam upward and finding how long it takes for the light to bounce 
back from the clouds. 

Lava Flows (Tent F)  
Wax lava flows are important both for demonstrating and studying how real 
flows erupt, flow, and form tubes and channels. Come see our attempts to 
replicate ‘a‘ā and pāhoehoe, and view the flows through a thermal camera. 

 

Making Stone Implements (Tent F)  
Stone implements were very important to Hawaiian life prior to the arrival of 
Westerners. Expert knowledge of rocks, their physical characteristics, and 
where they could be found (i.e., geology) was key to producing these 
implements. Come learn how geology intertwines with culture. 

HIG Building 
Poster Contest Winners! (HIG 1st Floor Courtyard)  
Results of the Open House Ocean Literacy Poster Contest, sponsored by the 
UH Sea Grant Center for Marine Science Education, SOEST, Maui Jim 
Sunglasses, and Pizza Hut. 

Hawaiian Ridge Flyby (HIG 1st Floor Video Wall)  
View a detailed 3D bathymetric map of the Hawaiian Ridge from the Big 
Island to the Bend with amazing features of the ridge. 

Crushing Cans (HIG 1st Floor by elevator)  
Experiment the difference in density between warm and cold air and the 
resulting pressure differences. Watch a can get crushed by sudden pressure 
difference. 

UH Sea Grant Center for Marine Science Education (MSE) (HIG 1st Floor)  
Graduate trainees will showcase their fascinating research projects through 
hand-on activities in conjunction with MSE. 

UH Sea Grant Hanauma Bay Education Program (HIG 1st Floor)  
Play marine conservation “Jeopardy” and explore our reef artifact exhibit 
while learning about the Hanauma Bay Nature Preserve.  

UH Sea Grant — NOAA Coastal Storms Program activity (HIG 1st Floor)  
Learn about coastal hazards in Hawai‘i through an interactive display and 
hands-on demonstration. 

Spectroscopy and Optics (outside HIG 107)  
Applications of spectroscopy and optics for detecting minerals, biominerals, 
organic and inorganic compounds, and biological cancer cells. Use the lens 
to focus sun light for heating objects and even create small fires. Applications 
of Raman, Laser-induced Fluorescence and Laser-Induced Breakdown 
Spectroscopy (LIBS) techniques in earth, planetary and biomedical science. 

Environmental Fluid Dynamics: The Ocean in Motion (HIG 109)  
Watch experiments that show how the ocean and atmosphere move and are 
affected by the earth's rotation and changes in density. Learn about what 
causes ocean waves and how they move and break. 

Ocean, Earth & Sky: Invitational Art Exhibit (HIG 131B)  
The same wonders of nature that excite scientists to study our planet also 
inspire the creativity of artists to share that exploration. Immerse yourself in 
their perceptions of the world and contemplate the connections. A portion of 
the proceeds will be donated to the UH Foundation. 

Exploring the Seafloor with Sound (outside HIG 134)  
Exploring fundamentals of sonar mapping using a model ship with real time 
depth measurements. 

Buoyancy demonstration (HIG 155)  
In addition to buoyancy demonstrations we have some buoyancy driven 
instrumentation on display.  

Raymond Tanabe: Meteorologist-in-Charge (outside HIG 222)  
A success story about one of the Meteorology Department’s distinguished 
alumni, Raymond Tanabe of the National Weather Service. 
National Weather Service (HIG 250) *Tours – Saturday only 
Tours of the National Weather Service forecast office in HIG 250, Saturday 
only.  Sign up for tour times at the NOAA booth, Tent C. 

The Magic of Green Screens (HIG 309)  
Experience the magic of “green screen” technology used to create weather 
forecasts on television. You'll be able to take a photo with your choice of 
Amazing Weather phenomena or weather map just like a real forecaster! 
Earthquake Safety (HIG 310) *Saturday only  
Millions of people worldwide will practice how to Drop, Cover, and Hold On 
during Great ShakeOut Earthquake Drills! Associated with the 2013 Great 
Hawai‘i ShakeOut, this talk will help brief Hawai‘i residents how they can be 
prepared to survive and recover quickly from big earthquakes.  

History of Aloha Chapter Hawai‘i (HIG 311)  
Overview of the history of the Aloha Chapter of the American Meteorological 
Society and National Weather Association in Hawai‘i and its future. 
Meet a Meteorologist (HIG 311)  
A short talk from a local television meteorologist regarding Hawai‘i’s specific 
severe weather phenomenon. 

Aerosols In The Atmosphere (HIG 405)  
Discussion on aerosols in the atmosphere, their physical properties and 
optical effects. A small laser demonstration will show aerosol properties. 
Sound Demonstrations (HIG 414)  
Scientists and engineers use sound to study the ocean and the earth. Listen 
to, explore, and learn about sound through a collection of experiments and 
demonstrations. Demos start every hour on the hour. 

 



 
Solar Energy Conversion (HIG 421) *Friday only  
Demonstration of different technologies developed at HNEI to convert sun 
light into electricity or “solar fuels.” 

MSB Building 

Tsunami Debris, CO2 Impact on Ocean Life, and the Origin of Surfing 
Waves (MSB 100) *Friday Only  
On the Magic Planet and a large screen you will learn how exhaust from 
powerplants and cars affect the ocean and corals, how huge surfing waves 
form, and about the garbage patches in the ocean and what may happen to 
the tsunami debris. New program every 20 minutes. 

Hawai‘i Undersea Research Laboratory (MSB 114)  
Video highlights from the Hawai‘i Undersea Research Lab’s recent dive 
season using the University of Hawai‘i’s three-man submersibles, the Pisces 
IV and the Pisces V. 
From Creatures of the Sea to Rocks and the Unknown (MSB 203)  
See what is in the water with you when you are swimming, view live plankton 
under the microscope, view preserved samples of strange creatures from the 
deep ocean, and see how minerals fluoresce under ultraviolet light and how 
this property can be used to identify them. Movie included. 
Kāne‘ohe Bay — Plankton and Food Webs (MSB 305)  
Plankton form the base of the food web in Kāne‘ohe Bay and other pelagic 
ecosystems around the world. View live plankton under a microscope and in 
culture, and touch plankton samples from the Bay. Video footage 
demonstrating plankton behaviors, information about water quality and 
climate change impacts in Kāne‘ohe Bay, and a plankton coloring activity for 
little kids. 

He'eia Fishpond: A Natural Laboratory for Sediment Biogeochemistry 
(MSB 306)  
Sediments can impact marine life in important ways, both positive and 
negative. Stream sediments transport essential nutrients to the ocean, and 
seabed sediments provide protected habitats for animals. Conversely, 
excess sediment can smother coastal marine life, and block out sunlight 
essential for plants to live and grow. Hand-on activities included! 

Surf Forecasting (MSB 307) *Friday Only  
Basic science behind surf forecasting and available products off the internet. 
Weather in a Tank (MSB 315)  
Watch different oceanographic and atmospheric processes such as the 
Pacific garbage patch in our rotating tank. 
S-LAB Tours (MSB 404)  
From the ocean to the laboratory! Come see how chemists make science 
happen. Explore the tools and instruments that allow oceanographers to 
study sediment and seawater properties. 

Fascinating Creatures of the Deep Sea (MSB 604)  
Come and meet some of the most fascinating creatures of the deep sea that 
have adapted to living in the largest and most extreme habitat on our planet. 
We will introduce you to the cold deep sea of Antarctica, deep-sea fisheries 
around Hawai‘i and some unusual marine inhabitants captured on deep-sea 
expeditions. 

POST Building 
Hawai‘i Sustainable Energy Research Facility (outside POST 103) 
*Friday only  
Come and see what fuel cells look like! Testing of actual fuel cells and how 
fuel cells are used in real world applications.  

Hands on Science with the Hawai‘i Institute of Marine Biology (HIMB) 
(POST 127)  
See living creatures that surround our islands, learn about education 
programs for school and community groups at Hawai'i Institute of Marine 
Biology at Coconut Island and the Papahanaumokuakea Marine National 
Monument. 
Future Flight Hawai‘i — 3, 2, 1, Blast Off (near POST 501)  
Launch a straw rocket to the Moon, Mars, and Beyond… and learn more 
about Future Flight Hawai‘i’s educational programs. 

Hawai‘i Space Grant Consortium (POST 501)  
Learn about NASA opportunities for undergraduate students and activities 
that make up the HI STEM pipeline for students at every age group. 

Eye in the Sky (near POST 505)  
The remote sensing of Earth from space. 

Planetary Impact Cratering (near POST 508)  
Learn how impact craters form with small-scale impact experiments. 

Inner Space: The “James Cameron Experience” (near POST 514)  
Come see the geology and biology of the world's deepest ocean trench, up 
close and personal with one of James (director of Avatar) Cameron's science 
advisors who participated on his expedition in 2012 in which he successfully 
dove in his one-man submarine. Is this the inspiration for the oceans of 
“Pandora”? 

Earth-Mars Atmospheres… An Ear Popping Experience  
(near POST 518)  
Reduce air pressure in vacuum chambers… inflate marshmallow astronauts, 
explode Saran Wrap. Learn why astronauts have to wear a space suit on 
Mars. 
The Colors of Space (near POST 521)  
See actual Moon Rocks, learn how scientists determine the surface 
composition of planets, and see the latest data from two active NASA 
missions: MESSENGER images of Mercury and Lunar Reconnaissance 
Orbiter data of the Moon. 
A Field Trip to Mars (near POST 524)  
Learn about the Red Planet, its huge volcanoes, and the properties of its 
atmosphere. 
 
 
 

The Hawai‘i Space Flight Laboratory Mission Operations Center  
(POST 527)  
See where the University of Hawai‘i will become the first University in the 
world to control its own satellites in space. 

Volcanic Gases (outside POST 535)  
See how volcanologists measure sulfur dioxide released by Kīlauea and 
other volcanoes around the world. 

Planetary Data Center (POST 544)  
See globes, maps, and images of other planets studied by UH scientists. 
Meteorites from Mars (POST 544)  
See actual meteorites from the Red Planet. 
Collecting Meteorites in Antarctica (POST 544) 
Learn how scientists collect space rocks from Earth’s natural freezer. 
Comparative Planetology (POST 544)  
See how Earth compares to other planets in our solar system. View 3-D 
images. 
Meteorites from Asteroids (POST 544)  
Learn where meteorites come from and how they get to Earth. 
Fun with Physics (POST 601)  
Understanding fundamental physics is the key to studying our oceans, 
atmosphere, and solar system. Hands-on demonstrations of mechanics, 
pressure, light and optics. 
Electron Microprobe Facility (POST 621)  
Come view meteorites and Hawaiian lavas at extremely high magnification, 
and get their chemical compositions in 10 seconds. 
World-Wide Seismic Activity (outside POST 701)  
Computer display of real-time seismic activity around the world and Hawai‘i. 
Rock Magnet (outside POST 702/703)  
Choose your favorite rock for your very own rock magnet! 

Please Touch! Violent Volcanoes, Beautiful Beaches, Magnificent 
Minerals, Fascinating Fossils! (POST 702/703) 
Hands-on to ultra-microscopic views of very cool stuff from Planet Earth.  

Magnificent Minerals, Crystals, and Gems (POST 702)  
Why are some minerals and crystals usually not found in Hawai‘i? Explore 
common rock forming minerals and why they can be so large. Discover 
unusual crystals and gemstone minerals found worldwide. 

Rocks of Hawai‘i (POST 703)  
Volcanic bombs, Pele’s Hair, pillow lava and more.  See and feel interesting 
rocks formed by Hawaiian volcanoes. 

Rocks and Minerals of Hawai‘i, the Earth and Moon (POST 703)  
Use a microscope to explore Moon and Hawaiian lavas, and explore the 
wonderful world of minerals. 

Origins of Hawaiian Beaches (POST 703)  
Ever wonder where Hawai‘i’s beach sands came from? Come explore their 
composition and origins… perhaps they came from volcanoes, coral reefs, or 
the shells of marine creatures! 

Sand Turns into Mountains (POST 703)  
Use microscopes to see ancient life left inside rocks, and see how mainland 
sands are transformed into mile high mountains! 

Hands On Science EPSCoR Hawai‘i — Mountain Top to Ocean Reef 
(POST 706/708)  
Ways we study and practice environmental science in Hawai‘i. 

Where Groundwater Meets the Ocean (POST 706)  
We study how groundwater flows into the ocean and what pollutants it carries 
from the land to the sea. Get hands on experience in water quality 
measurement and see how we can detect radioactivity in the ocean. 

Love Your Limu or Lose it! (POST 706)  
Hawai‘i’s Limu: Study them, understand them, eat them!  

What is in Our Waters? (POST 706)  
Use cutting edge science tools to measure pollutants in fresh water and 
seawater.  

Pump It Up! (POST 708)  
Groundwater Interactivity: Pump groundwater wells and see the effects of 
over-pumping and potential contamination.  

See yourself LIVE in the magic world of infrared (POST 708)  
Come learn what you look like in infrared and how we can now “see” the 
previously invisible loss of groundwater to Hawai‘i’s coast zones!  

Paleomagnetics & Rock Magnetics Laboratory (POST 715)  
*Saturday only  
See evidence of birth, growth and collapse of Hawaiian Volcanoes as well as 
the rock magnetic properties of the oceanic basalts!!! 

Mountains and Falling Rocks (POST 723)  
As mountains grow, forces develop that break rocks and lead to rock falls 
that can endanger people. See examples from one of the most famous 
national parks in the world: Yosemite National Park in California. 

Holmes Hall 

College of Engineering — Student Organization and Student Research 
Projects, COE Research Lab Tours (Holmes 1st floor)  
The College of Engineering will be providing a variety of research lab tours 
and showcasing student projects that will demonstrate the type of high level 
research that students are engaged in. Additionally, participants will get a 
glimpse of the quality engineering education that prospective students can 
expect from the College. Tours will be provided; please visit our table for 
detailed information and tour times. 


